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The only source dedicated exclusively to the emerging technologies shaping the future
of business and national security.

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features Telegram’s promotion of two different
versions of the war in Ukraine, developments in blockchain processing, AI technology

that predicts the capacity and lifespan of lithium-ion batteries, China’s plans for a space
solar power plant, 3D printed equipment for Ukrainian soldiers on the battlefield, the

creation of a two-state system using time crystals, and executives’ push for the Biden
administration to augment efforts to combat large-scale cyberattacks on US companies.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS

→ Apple signed a deal for iPhone 14 memory chips with Yangtze Memory Technologies
Corporation (YMTC), a Chinese military-linked fab. The Chinese government has funneled at
least $24B to the entity through state-owned slush funds designed to evade World Trade
Organization rules against state aid. YMTC has grown from 1% of global market share for
NAND memory chips in Q1 2020 to 5% today and is on track to reach 13% market share by
2027. China has made important progress in making chips domestically, now producing an
estimated 37% of the chips it consumes. The existence of only one American-based memory
chip producers today is a result of competition and price volatility in the memory market which
drove other US players out of the industry. #CHP #USA #CHN #SCRM #Geopolitics Forbes

→ ASML accused a Beijing-based firm of stealing its trade secrets, a firm regarded by
Chinese officials as one of the country's most promising tech ventures. ASML sued the
Chinese company, Dongfang Jingyuan Electron, which is related to Xtal, a defunct Silicon Valley
firm, for IP theft. According to ASML's attorney, Dongfang and Xtal were essentially the same,
created a month apart in 2014 by a former ASML engineer named Zongchang Yu. Yu created
the companies at the direction of Jingyuan Han, a member of China’s economic elite who
retains close ties to the Communist Party. Moreover, at the center of the litigation is software
called optical proximity correction, or OPC. It makes up less than 1% of ASML’s revenue, but
without it, lithography machines can’t accurately print tiny circuits. China is developing its own
lithography machines, but it could take years to catch up to ASML, if ever. Yu recruited
engineers from the ASML division where they were developing OPC software. According to a
filing by ASML in Xtal's $845M bankruptcy proceedings, investigators discovered that one
engineer was working for both companies at the same time and had downloaded ASML files to
a hard drive that he took to his new employer. The data taken included 2M lines of source code
for ASML’s OPC software. The code was used immediately at Xtal and part of the code was
uploaded to a GitHub server where it was accessible to about 30 engineers within Dongfang
and Xtal. In 2016, Xtal used these stolen trade secrets to win a $27M contract with Samsung, a
longtime ASML customer, to supply OPC software. In two years, Yu’s company had replicated a
technology that ASML said it had spent $100M and 10 years developing. ASML’s case
highlights the complications many Western companies face dealing with China. The case also
provides a detailed example of what national security officials describe as China's playbook for
acquiring advanced technology. Despite losing the Xtal case, Chinese authorities granted
Dongfang a broad patent covering OPC software in 2019. #CHP #SCRM #DIG #Geopolitics
#Cybersecurity #NLD #CHN #USA #KOR Bloomberg

→ Due to losses from ransomware coverage, brokers and cyber insurance carriers are
tightening requirements for applicants to obtain policies. Premiums increased 18% in Q1 of
2021 and 34% in Q4 of 2021 over the previous year, according to an analyst. Proofpoint's "2022
Voice of the CISO" report stated that only 49% of CISOs at US-based organizations have cyber
insurance and are confident that it will be available when needed. This is well below the global
average of 58%; Canada led the study with 88%, while the US ranked 11th. In the same report,
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56% of global CISOs specifically cited the rise in ransomware attacks as a major source of
concern and a key reason for obtaining cyber insurance. The global average associated with
ransomware recovery for 2021 was expected to reach roughly $20B. The frequency and
severity of attacks are increasing, the analyst said, and "insurers' rating models did not
accurately predict some of the loss severity that they've actually been seeing [with] evolving
privacy regulation." An article in Canadian Underwriter in August 2021 highlighted the financial
impact that some of these assumptions are having on insurance companies' bottom lines. Total
net premiums earned in cyber liability for the second half of 2021 were $94M – $12M from
Canadian insurers and $82M from foreign insurers, it reported. However, total net claims
incurred (excluding reinsurers' shares but including adjustment expenses) were $106M ($97M
from foreign insurers and almost $9M from Canadian insurers), resulting in a loss ratio of nearly
113%, the report stated. #Cybersecurity #USA #CAN Dark Reading

DIGITALIZATION
→ Telegram is promoting two versions of the War in Ukraine – one coming from
state-owned and pro-Kremlin channels, and another from what remains of Russia’s
independent media. Telegram has taken on a bigger role for many Russians because it
remains accessible, and uncensored, as the Russian government has cracked down on foreign
and independent media and heavily restricted access to social-media services such as
Instagram and Facebook. According to Telegram in March, 7% to 8% of its user base is in
Russia, which is about a quarter of the country’s population of ~145M. On March 16, an attack
mostly destroyed a theater sheltering hundreds of civilians in the Ukrainian city Mariupol.
Ukrainian officials blamed a Russian airstrike while Russia claimed it was staged by Ukraine's
military. The Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, an intergovernmental
organization, said in a report that it had no indication that Russia's contention was true.
Telegram says it offers contrasting views of the Ukraine war intentionally. The app’s founder and
chief executive, Pavel Durov, has long taken the position that most content should be allowed in
the app unless a government or court issues an order for it to be removed. #DIG #RUS #UKR
WSJ

→ Tensions are rising over the growing dominance in Britain of two of the world’s
biggest manufacturers of internet-protocol cameras – Hangzhou Hikvision Digital
Technology and Zhejiang Dahua Technology. The two manufacturers are purportedly
involved in China’s surveillance of ethnic Uygurs in the Xinjiang Uygur autonomous region in
northwest China. London is one of the most surveilled cities in the world, with 73 CCTV cameras
for every 1k people living in the British capital. Only Taiyuan in Shanxi Province in northern
China and Wuxi in Jiangsu Province in eastern China have more cameras per capita, according
to an analysis by security researcher Comparitech. The pressure on the UK to take a deeper
look at the Chinese camera makers comes nearly three years after the US added both Hikvision
and Dahua to its Entity List, with US officials saying they had been implicated in “human rights
violations and abuses” in Xinjiang. The British government has been outspoken about abuses in
Xinjiang but has been more reluctant to issue an outright ban on equipment from the Chinese
camera makers. However, a public-procurement bill in Parliament, as well as growing objections
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on human rights and security grounds, could lead to a bar on new purchases, if not the removal
of existing cameras.

#DIG #USA #GBR #CHN SCMP

→ Researchers from Shanghai Jiao Tong University and Tsinghua University have found
a possible way to make blockchain processing more efficient – by calculating something
useful as part of the consensus mechanism. Two consensus mechanisms have been
developed for blockchains: "proof of work" and "proof of stack." In the former, those involved in a
transaction are required to complete a simple task, such as solving a puzzle. Random entities
validate transactions in the latter. In a new effort, researchers propose that the proof of work
approach, rather than generating random puzzles, could calculate something useful. Due to the
inherent energy inefficiencies of blockchains, the team suggests calculating energy optimization
strategies. They propose that the puzzle generator's replacement be called Proof of Solution
(PoSo). The researchers tested this concept in two real-world scenarios. The first involved
determining the best way to distribute electricity production for the University of Manchester, a
campus with multiple power generation options. A system of this type would have to decide
which generators to use in different scenarios. The second test idea entails a similar task for the
Chinese city of Suzhou. #DIG #FIN #CHN Tech Xplore

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ Proponents of satellite imagery and machine learning are facing challenges solving
global problems at scale. Technology can play a role in anti-poverty campaigns, protect the
environment, help billions of people obtain street addresses, and increase crop yields in the
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face of climate change. A UNESCO report highlights 100 AI models with transformative, global
implications. But despite advances in deep learning and satellite imagery, as well as the record
number of satellites expected to enter orbit over the next few years, efforts to use AI to solve
global problems at scale still encounter traditional hurdles, like government bureaucracy or a
lack of political will or resources. For example, Global Fishing Watch uses ML models to identify
vessels that turn off GPS systems to avoid detection; the collected information helps authorities
target illegal fishing and inform decisions to board boats for inspection at sea, but policing large
swaths of the ocean is difficult. Separately, in a 2020 analysis, a cross-section of academic,
government, and industry researchers highlighted the fact that the African continent has a
majority of the world’s uncultivated arable land and is expected to account for a large part of
global population growth in the coming decades. Satellite imagery and machine learning could
reduce reliance on food imports and turn Africa into a global breadbasket. But lasting change
will necessitate a buildup of professional talent with technical knowledge and government
support so Africans can make technology to meet the continent’s needs instead of importing
solutions from elsewhere. #SAT #AI WIRED

→ Some military buyers remain distrustful of commercial solutions as a replacement for
government-developed systems, despite growing enthusiasm for new space internet
services. According to Clare Grason, chief of the Space Force’s Commercial Satellite
Communications Office, her office – which is responsible for matching military satcom demand
with commercial suppliers – is working to build confidence with DoD officials that commercial
solutions are dependable. Services provided by commercial satellites from low Earth orbit are
one item on a growing list of options offered by LEO, medium orbit, and geostationary Earth
orbit satellite operators to fill military communications needs. Grason noted that most military
buyers of commercial satellite capacity still prefer the traditional approach of using commercial
bandwidth under short-term leases rather than buying fully managed services now offered by
the industry; although some users are warming up to commercial services. The US Army, for
example, recently started a pilot program to evaluate commercial services, which is likely to be
followed up with a managed service contract. And the Marine Corps is looking to follow suit.
#SAT #USA Space News

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ DARPA is soliciting new contract proposals to advance AI technologies as part of the
agency’s new Enabling Confidence (EC) program. DARPA’s EC program falls under the
agency’s AI Exploration (AIE) initiative, which enables exploratory research and development
(R&D) of AI-related topics, including AI theory and applied research that examines AI limitations
with rules and statistical learning theories on AI technologies. AIE will enable DARPA to go from
idea inception to exploration in 90 days. Specifically, the EC’s focus within the AIE initiative is
enabling new technologies that will refine the uncertainty estimates generated by these
algorithms, to make better warfighting decisions, such as plotting the trajectory of an incoming
fighter jet using data from several sensors or RADARs. #AI #USA MeriTalk
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→ A Hanyang University research team developed an AI technology that can accurately
predict the capacity and lifespan of lithium-ion batteries. This research breakthrough, which
considerably improved the prediction accuracy by merging physical domain knowledge with AI,
has recently been published in Applied Energy, an international academic journal in the energy
field. EV owners must remain wary of fatal accidents in case their vehicle’s battery runs out or
reaches the end of its life. Therefore, precise capacity and lifespan predictions for the lithium-ion
batteries are vital. The research is anticipated to lay the foundation for applying highly
dependable physical domain knowledge-based AI to various industries. #AI #GRN #KOR Tech
Xplore

→ A California security surveillance company pairs AI that locates potential threats with
real-time human intervention to deter criminals. Property crime has increased in several
major cities across California in recent years. San Francisco, for example, has repeatedly had
the most property crime among the 25 largest US cities in four of the last six years, according to
The Wall Street Journal. Deep Sentinel, founded in 2016, uses smart security cameras with AI
to detect potential threats and alert human guards who speak directly to potential criminals with
two-way audio and contact police. Deep Sentinel has seen improvements in areas using its
tech. Total burglaries in Salinas, California decreased by more than 70% during 2021, police
data show, though the statistics don't indicate whether areas that heavily use Deep Sentinel –
primary downtown businesses – had a greater change. According to a commercial property
manager in Salinas during a Deep Sentinel promo, tenants who had installed the system found
it "refreshing" and that people do not "loiter" or "cause trouble" because "Deep Sentinel chases
them away." Studies the company conducted found that attempted crimes started to decrease
about two to six months after installing the tech. #AI #USA Fox News

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ The DoD and the National Spectrum Consortium have called for whitepapers as part of
efforts to speed up the development, production, and testing of 5G Open Radio Access
Network technologies in the US. The entities have asked industry and academia for insights,
ideas, and other feedback through the call for whitepapers. Virtualization and open architecture
development have been key lines of effort for the DoD under its 5G Strategy Implementation
Plan. The department expects more companies to advance innovation in 5G networks and
security by making RAN architectures open. According to the Pentagon, the effort also intends
to identify challenges facing emerging companies in pursuing the commercialization of Open
RAN platforms in the country. The National Security Council and the office of the undersecretary
for research and engineering at DoD plan to hold an Industry Day in July to talk about the
concepts and other feedback submitted through the call for whitepapers. DoD stated it also
works with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences of the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration on a prize competition called 5G Challenge, which seeks to
expedite the adoption of multi-vendor platforms, interoperable components, and open interfaces
to develop an open 5G ecosystem and build up a domestic industrial base of wireless
companies. #5G #USA GovCon Wire
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FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Human rights advocates wrote a letter to US lawmakers in defense of digital assets,
citing the power they wield in countries suffering conflict and hyperinflation. A week after
prominent technologists publicly denounced crypto for being too risky and unproven in a letter to
Congress, human rights advocates from around the world have sent a rebuttal to US lawmakers
defending digital assets for the access they provide to people in countries with vulnerable local
currencies. The rebuttal outlines personal accounts of how bitcoin and stablecoins have been
used by people in nations suffering conflict, like Ukraine, as well as those hit by hyperinflation,
such as Venezuela. Beyond their use in trading and speculative investing, bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies have seen increased utility in recent months, as people from numerous
different countries sent tens of millions of dollars to Ukraine via crypto payment rails to support
the war effort and the defense against Russia. Meanwhile, Ukrainians fleeing the country were
able to take their money with them in the form of cryptocurrency stored on a USB drive. A
similar narrative played out in Afghanistan in August, when the Taliban took over the country
and banks there closed down. #FIN #USA #RUS #UKR #VEN #AFG CoinDesk CNBC

→ A bipartisan pair of US senators presented a bill that would establish new rules for
cryptocurrency and task oversight of the assets to the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC). The bill, introduced by Republican Senator Cynthia Lummis and
Democratic Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, marks one of the most ambitious efforts yet by
lawmakers to regulate rapidly growing and controversial cryptocurrency markets. The measure
would stipulate that the CFTC, not the SEC, would play the primary role in regulating crypto
products, most of which the senators claim to operate more like commodities than securities.
According to the senators, the bill is aimed at providing certainty and clarity to crypto markets,
alongside consumer protections. Among other items, the bill would establish new rules for
stablecoins – assets that have recently been under significant pressure after a crash in the
value of a high-profile stablecoin, TerraUSD. The new bill would require stablecoin issuers to
maintain high-quality liquid assets equal to the value of all outstanding stablecoins, and public
disclosures of those holdings. #FIN #USA Reuters

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ China plans to launch a space solar power plant program in 2028, two years ahead of
the original schedule, according to scientists involved in the project. China will launch a
satellite that year to test wireless power transmission technology from space to the ground from
an altitude of 250 miles, according to the updated plan in a paper published in Chinese Space
Science and Technology. In the paper, the researchers said the satellite would convert solar
energy to microwaves or lasers and direct the energy beams to various targets, including fixed
locations on Earth and moving satellites. The power generated will reach 10 kilowatts, just
enough to meet the needs of a few households, but the technology could be scaled up to
effectively contribute to mitigating climate change. According to a Shanghai-based space
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scientist with knowledge of the project, the potential military applications, breakthroughs in
transport technology such as hypersonic flight, and the push to cut fossil fuel use might have
redoubled China’s interest in the field. One concern is that high-power microwaves or lasers can
jam communications technology or damage hardware as a directed energy weapon. #AER
#SAT #GRN #CHN SCMP

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ For the first time, a surgeon successfully implanted an outer ear developed and
3D-printed in a lab. According to 3DBio Therapeutics, the company that manufactured the ear,
a 20-year-old woman who was born with the congenital disorder microtia received an ear
constructed from her own cells as a mirror replica of her other ear. Microtia patients are born
without outer ears or with appendages that are smaller and different in shape. To print an ear,
3DBio Therapeutics scientists first created a 3D computer model based on a scan of the
woman's other ear. They then cultured living cells and placed them in a collagen "bioink." A
printer then deposited the bioink layer by layer to create the desired shape — a mirror image of
the woman's ear. A final biodegradable shell protects the implant while it regenerates cartilage.
According to Dan Cohen, co-founder and CEO of 3DBio Therapeutics, implanting a printed ear
is similar to a standard procedure. 3D printing technology could assist scientists in scaling up
regenerative medicine solutions that have been developed in laboratories but are not widely
available. 3D printing brings automation and reproducibility, ensures dependability and reduces
costs in medical applications, according to an expert.

#BIO #MFG #DIG #USA NBC News
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GREEN TECHNOLOGY

→ Startup Solid Power is working to make solid-state batteries that could pack more
energy into a smaller space to extend the range of EVs. The company has taken a step
toward testing the technology in vehicles with a large-scale pilot manufacturing line to make
battery cells that replace the liquid used as the electrolyte in lithium-ion batteries with ceramic
layers. The approach unlocks new options for battery chemistry. Lithium metal and silicon-based
chemistries are unstable or unsafe when combined with liquid electrolyte in the cell, but could
be used in theory if a solid were swapped in instead. The result would be a battery that could
pack more energy into a smaller space, enabling cars to go farther before running out of charge.
According to the company, Solid Power’s batteries could eventually improve the energy density
of lithium-ion batteries by about half. Replacing liquid would also make it easier to build safer
cells. While lithium-ion batteries have been engineered with protections against fire or
explosions, removing the liquid would remove the need for these costly additions. Battery packs
could be denser because their internal temperature controls and safety systems would require
less space. #GRN #MFG #USA MIT Technology Review

→ Devices made of readily available oxide and carbon-based materials can produce
clean hydrogen from water over weeks – according to new research. The findings, co-led
by Dr Virgil Andrei, a Research Fellow at St John's College, University of Cambridge, with
academics at Imperial College London, could help overcome a key issue in solar fuel
production, where current earth-abundant light-absorbing materials are limited through either
their performance or stability. Hydrogen fuel will play a critical role in the transition to full
decarbonization and reaching the UK's goal of net-zero emissions by 2050. With most hydrogen
currently supplied from fossil fuels, researchers are now working to find ways to generate
hydrogen more sustainably. One way to achieve this is to make devices that can harvest
sunlight and split water to produce green hydrogen. Bismuth oxyiodide (BiOI) is a non-toxic
semiconductor material which has been overlooked for solar fuel applications due to its poor
stability in water. But based on previous findings into the potential of BiOI, researchers decided
to revisit the material to produce green hydrogen. The team of researchers created devices that
mimicked the natural photosynthesis process occurring in plant leaves, except they produce
fuels like hydrogen instead of sugars. These artificial leaf devices were made from BiOI and
other sustainable materials, harvesting sunlight to produce O2, H2, and CO. The findings
demonstrate the potential for these new devices to challenge the performance of existing light
absorbers. The new ways of making BiOI artificial leaf devices more stable can now be
translated to other novel systems, helping to bring them towards commercialization. #GRN
#GBR Science Daily

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Volunteers are supporting Ukrainian soldiers by 3D printing military equipment for the
battlefield. A group of more than 100 makers from all over Ukraine manufactured and supplied
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3D-printed products to the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the Territorial Defense Force, and the Air
Forces. According to their data, 3,019 individual parts were 3D printed in the first 16 days of the
war, which were used for 930 finished products. The Ukrainian company 3D Tech ADDtive was
one of the first to work on the 3D printing of components for drones and weapons. The company
also developed a tourniquet design that could be 3D printed for soldiers on the battlefield.
Separately, makers have organized the production of 3D-printed bandages, which were sent to
the front in individual first aid kits. In addition to healthcare products, the 3D-printing community
has been making periscopes, giving Ukrainian soldiers in urban areas a safer way to look
around corners and over walls.

#MFG #RUS #UKR IEEE Spectrum

→ A team of Australian researchers have developed an ink that could be used in a new,
potentially faster 3D-printing concept. The system works by manipulating two substances:
one a type of chemical called an azobenzene, and the other a type of ketene. These two
chemicals don’t react with each other in typical conditions, but when the molecules are exposed
to light, each changes shape into a form that makes them react with one another to form a solid
compound. Dr. Sarah Walden, a researcher at Queensland University of Technology’s Center
for Materials Science, stated that normally, the inkjet in a 3D printer “moves around in two
dimensions, slowly printing one 2D layer before moving up to print another layer on top.” But the
new technique enables a team to activate an entire two-dimensional sheet and print the entire
sheet at once. #MFG #AUS Cosmos

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Russia's military setbacks in Ukraine will prompt China to develop and use smarter,
more powerful drones, according to a new study by PLA researchers. China's current
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military drones require more advanced AI to forecast the movement of enemy supply units and
automatically coordinate attacks using high-speed communication links, the People's Liberation
Army researchers stated. With advanced facial recognition technology, drones like those will be
able to use publicly available photos from social media to identify, track, and target high-ranking
officials behind enemy lines. According to the researchers, a valuable lesson China could learn
from the Ukraine conflict is that the sky may no longer be entirely controlled by manned fighter
jets or bombers. Beijing has denied any parallels between the situation in Ukraine and that in
Taiwan, citing the fact that most countries do not recognize the island as an independent nation.
However, many military experts believed the PLA was closely monitoring the conflict in Ukraine
in order to identify flaws in a potential US intervention over Taiwan. To achieve optimal
performance, US military drones had to collaborate closely with human-controlled platforms
such as early warning aircraft. According to researchers, China's countermeasures could target
this chain of collaboration. #AUT #AI #AER #Geopolitics #CHN #RUS #UKR #USA #TWN
SCMP

→ Waymo and Uber are partnering to deploy autonomous trucks more efficiently. Under
the terms of the agreement, future Waymo customers will be able to use Uber Freight to better
plan their automated and human-driven trucking fleets. The software used by Uber Freight acts
as a middleman, connecting truckers and shippers in order to reduce shipping costs and
expensive empty cargo miles. #AUT #USA Reuters

→ Jidu Automotive, Baidu's intelligent electric vehicle (EV) unit, has released a virtual
model of its first concept robocar as it prepares for EV mass production in 2023. Jidu
Auto CEO Xia Yiping introduced the company's first concept robocar, called Robo-01, in Baidu's
version of the metaverse Xi Rang at a press conference on June 8. Following the establishment
of Jidu with leading mainland carmaker Geely in March, the release of Robo-1 is a watershed
moment for Baidu as it seeks to compete with more established rivals such as Tesla and
domestic EV start-ups such as Nio, Li Auto, and XPeng. A 3D borderless dash screen,
zero-gravity seating, a U-shaped steering wheel, and adjustable lidar are among the features of
the concept robocar. Qualcomm’s Snapdragon chips power the 3D cockpit platform. According
to the National Development and Reform Commission, the number of intelligent cars in China is
expected to reach 28M in 2025 and 38M by 2030. According to the company, the production car
in 2023 will be roughly 90% similar to the virtual concept car released on June 8, with
"ready-to-go" advanced autonomous driving. #AUT #AI #CHP #DIG #GRN #MFG #CHN #USA
SCMP

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ Engineers at the University of Pennsylvania have developed the first scalable chip
capable of classifying and recognizing images almost instantly. The researchers eliminated
four major time-consuming culprits in traditional computer chips: optical to electrical signal
conversion, the need to convert input data to binary format, a large memory module, and
clock-based computations. They accomplished this by using an optical deep neural network
implemented on a 9.3 square millimeter chip to directly process light received from the object of
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interest. The study, published in Nature, describes how the chip's many optical neurons are
linked together using optical wires or "waveguides" to form a deep network of many "neuron
layers" that mimics the human brain. The information flows through the network's layers, with
each step contributing to the classification of the input image into one of the learned categories.
The images classified by the chip in the researchers' study were of hand-drawn, letter-like
characters. The researchers demonstrated that their chip can perform an entire image
classification in half a nanosecond, which is the time it takes traditional digital computer chips to
complete just one computation step on their clock-based schedule. According to the
researchers, the chip processes information through "computation-by-propagation," which
means that, unlike clock-based systems, computations occur as light propagates through the
chip. #CHP #DIG #AI #USA Tech Xplore

→ Researchers from the University of Texas at Dallas and Oklahoma State University
have created an innovative terahertz imager microchip that allows devices to detect
objects and create images even when they are obscured. The research team is developing
a device for industrial applications requiring imaging from up to 20 meters away. The technology
could also be adapted for use in vehicles to assist drivers or autonomous vehicle systems in
navigating hazardous conditions with limited visibility. For example, on an automotive display,
the technology could display pixelated outlines and shapes of objects such as another vehicle or
pedestrians. From pixels no larger than a grain of sand, the microchip emits radiation beams in
the terahertz range (430 GHz) of the electromagnetic spectrum. The beams pass through fog,
dust, and other obstacles that optical light cannot pass through, bounce off objects, and return
to the microchip, where the signal is picked up by the pixels to create images. The terahertz
imager, which does not require external lenses, consists of a microchip and a reflector, which
increases imaging distance and quality while lowering power consumption.
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#CHP #AUT #USA Tech Xplore

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ For the first time, a team of European researchers created a two-state system using
time crystals. Time crystals are a newly discovered matter phase. They oscillate between
different configurations in their ground state without losing or using energy. This discovery lays
the groundwork for quantum computers that use time crystals as qubits. Two coupled time
crystals made up of spin-wave quasiparticles (magnons) formed a macroscopic two-level
system in the experiments. According to the research paper, the two levels evolved in time as
determined by nonlinear feedback, allowing them to construct spontaneous two-level dynamics.
According to the paper, "the observable time crystal lifetime can be extended up to a thousand
seconds" in the superfluid system they used for their experiment. When time crystals are linked
together, they can function as an extremely low-power qubit, similar to the concept of a
perpetual motion machine. A perpetual motion machine is something that, in theory, can
produce energy while consuming none. If it did, it would defy classical physics' laws. It would
also eliminate the need for "fuel" or external power. #QNT #EUR TNW Nature

GEOPOLITICS
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→ On June 8, the US Commerce Department suspended three US firms' export privileges
for 180 days for allegedly illegally exporting satellite, rocket, and defense technology to
China. According to the department, Quicksilver Manufacturing, Rapid Cut, and US Prototype
received technical drawings and blueprints from US customers and sent them to Chinese
manufacturers to 3D print satellite, rocket, and defense-related prototypes without authorization.
The department's investigation revealed that Quicksilver received an order for satellite parts for
the aerospace company's prototype space satellite in July 2017. Quicksilver was given a dozen
technical drawings and 3D graphic/computer-aided drawing files to make components.
According to the order, a company employee signed an NDA that included the requirement that
the work be done in accordance with US export control regulations. These regulations
demanded licenses, which were almost certainly denied. However, Quicksilver fulfilled the order
that August without seeking a license, and included an invoice indicating the products were
shipped from China, according to the order. The Commerce Department stated that in July of
2021, it discovered a similar violation by Rapid Cut, whose ownership and personnel are also
related to Quicksilver, involving technology that is controlled for national security. According to
the department, Quicksilver was also involved in a violation involving a third US company, an
advanced science and engineering firm with contracts with the DoD. #Geopolitics #SAT #AER
#MFG #USA #CHN Reuters

→ Huawei is seeking more patent licensing deals for 4G and 5G mobile technologies to
boost sales in the face of US sanctions. Patent licensing is an area that Huawei has become
increasingly interested in as it seeks to mitigate the effects of Washington's trade sanctions,
which have restricted its access to major US-origin technology, such as advanced software and
cutting-edge chips. Despite being banned by the US, Huawei continues to be one of the world's
largest patent filers. Last year, the company filed a record 6,952 applications through the Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT) — an international patent law treaty that provides a unified procedure
for submissions. As a result, Huawei has been the world's largest PCT filer for five years in a
row. By the end of last year, Huawei had 110k active patents spread across 45k patent families.
According to the company's 2021 earnings report, Huawei was the top-ranked company granted
patents in both China and Europe in the same year. #Geopolitics #5G #CHP #DIG #CHN #USA
#EUR SCMP

→ Italy's Prime Minister, Mario Draghi, has vetoed a transfer of technology and software
to China in a deal involving industrial robot maker EFORT Intelligent Equipment. The
group announced earlier this year a deal to increase its stake in Italian firm ROBOX, which
designs and manufactures electronic components for robotics and motion control systems, from
40% to 49%. In addition to the increased ownership stake of about $2M, the agreement called
for ROBOX to grant EFORT permission to use some of its source code. However, according to
the source, Draghi's government has prevented ROBOX from agreeing to the technology
transfer to China while raising no objections to the increased shareholding. Italy reserves the
right to use anti-takeover legislation (golden powers) to thwart unwanted bids in industries
deemed strategic, such as banking, energy, telecommunications, and health. With the addition
of the ROBOX case, Rome has halted foreign investment in Italy seven times since the
establishment of the golden powers in 2012. Six of these events halted Chinese bids, including
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the canceled 2018 sale of a military drone company to Chinese investors in March. #Geopolitics
#MFG #AUT #DIG #ITA #CHN Reuters

→ Beijing Wanli Open Source Software Co, a Chinese software vendor, has dismissed
speculation that its enterprise product, which uses code from Oracle's MySQL
open-source relational database management system, may face sanctions amid rising
tensions between Washington and Beijing. Beijing Wanli Open Source, founded in 2000, was
one of the first Chinese developers to collaborate with international database companies. It
co-founded a China research center with MySQL in 2006 and offered localization services to
Chinese customers. Beijing Wanli Open Source, on the other hand, stopped working with
MySQL when the company's Swedish owner sold it to Sun Microsystems in 2008, which was
later acquired by Oracle in 2010. The company recently indicated that its open-source database
system GreatDB, which is used by major state-owned firms such as China Mobile and the
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, is not threatened by sanctions or suspensions
because the core technology was developed independently. That declaration followed
assurances to investors days earlier by Shenzhen-listed Troy Information Technology Co, the
parent company of Beijing Wanli Open Source, that it controls all relevant codes and
technologies. Troy, on the other hand, admitted that GreatDB's storage node was built on
open-source technology from GreatSQL — a division of MySQL whose database software is
used by Microsoft's Azure and AWS. The assertions made by Beijing Wanli Open Source and
Troy demonstrated a concerted effort to allay concerns that GreatDB could face sanctions if
MySQL stops licensing its code, according to an analyst. #Geopolitics #DIG #USA #CHN #SWE
SCMP

→ China intends to transform mainland academic journals into world-class journals,
such as the UK’s Nature and peer-reviewed US Science in order to raise the profile and
influence of domestic scientific research, according to local authorities. The initiative was
announced at a press conference co-hosted by the China Association for Science and
Technology (CAST), a government-affiliated organization that serves local scientists. According
to the group, the majority of the country's scientific papers are still published in Western
academic journals, even as the US and China intensify their rivalry in critical technologies. The
group intends to add 50 new academic journals as part of state-sponsored efforts to promote
Chinese academic journals around the world. CAST's latest initiative reflects China's approach
to bringing resources from both the public and private sectors to address bottleneck issues and
gain a competitive advantage in 21st-century technologies. According to CAST, China is also
expected to allow a number of English-language journals published abroad to be registered in
the country, which would be a significant step forward given the government's strict control over
publications. #Geopolitics #DIG #SAT #AI #5G #AER #BIO #GRN #AUT #MFG #CHP #QNT
#CHN #USA #GBR SCMP

CYBERSECURITY
→ Hackers have targeted the phones of Ukrainian government officials as Russia
continues its invasion of Ukraine, according to a senior cybersecurity official. "We see a
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lot of attempts to hack Ukrainian officials' phones, mainly with the spreading of malware,"
according to Victor Zhora, the deputy head of Ukraine's State Special Communications Service.
Zhora stated that his service had not found any evidence that Ukrainian devices had been
compromised. Following revelations last year about how phones used by presidents, ministers,
and other government officials had been targeted or compromised, the hacking of government
leaders' devices has become a main point in the international agenda. The ability to remotely
and invisibly hack into such devices using sophisticated spy software — known as a "zero click"
hack because it requires no interaction from the victim — is especially feared. According to
Zhora, Ukraine's State Special Communications Service will continue to monitor the situation.
#Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #UKR #RUS Reuters

→ Business executives and cybersecurity experts are urging the Biden administration to
step up efforts to combat large-scale cyberattacks on US companies. In a joint statement
to be issued Tuesday, several of the groups said a public-private initiative created by CISA, 10
months ago needs to grow and increase its “reach and impact.” The Joint Cyber Defense
Collaborative, is intended to lead cybersecurity defense and crisis planning, as well as
information sharing between the government and private sector. The groups are calling on the
JCDC, whose government members include the National Security Agency and FBI, to help
anticipate and plan for the top five potential digital attacks in the wake of Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. The groups also want to increase “collective understanding” of cyber threats and work
with lawmakers to improve regulations they say hamper effective cyber defense. #Cybersecurity
#Geopolitics #USA #UKR #RUS Bloomberg

→ Senior US cyber officials urged businesses to be on high alert for cyberattacks as a
result of Russia's war in Ukraine, based on intelligence assessments of potential strikes.
On June 7, CISA Director Jen Easterly at the RSA Conference stated that despite the lack of
major attacks against Western infrastructure since Russia's invasion of Ukraine, businesses
should not lower their guard. Ms. Easterly cited incidents such as the hacking of Viasat satellites
on the eve of the invasion as evidence that cyberattacks can and have spilled over from the
theater of conflict, where the agency has seen significant cyber activity. Additionally at the RSA
Conference, National Cyber Director Chris Inglis stated that all public warnings have been
based on US intelligence assessments that Russia poses a credible threat to public
infrastructure. Moscow has consistently denied any plans, launches, or targeting of cyberattacks
against US interests. The NSA's cybersecurity director, Robert Joyce, stated that the advisories
issued by his agency, CISA, and others express confidence that attacks were actively planned.
As a result of this intelligence, CISA's Shields Up campaign, which began in February to
encourage the private sector to strengthen its cybersecurity defenses, isn't going away anytime
soon, according to Ms. Easterly and Mr. Inglis in an op-ed. #Cybersecurity #Geopolitics #USA
#UKR #RUS WSJ

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ On June 6, President Biden used emergency powers to resolve a supply dispute that
was pressuring the solar power industry, but the action drew criticism from American
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manufacturers who say it will stymie their efforts to build domestic production. President
Biden authorized the duty-free importation of solar parts from Cambodia, Thailand, Vietnam,
and Malaysia for two years, citing the possibility of electricity shortages. This action temporarily
eliminated the possibility of tariffs being imposed retroactively on those imports as a result of a
Commerce Department investigation. The four Southeast Asian countries account for roughly
80% of solar panel imports into the US. According to an energy consulting firm, the Commerce
investigation caused importers to halt shipments, threatening more than half of the 27
gigatonnes of new solar-power capacity developers had planned to install this year. However,
US manufacturers argue that it undermines efforts to help US companies catch up to Chinese
rivals who dominate the industry.

#SCRM #Geopolitics #GRN #USA #KHM #THA #VNM #MYS #CHN #KOR WSJ

→ Shenzhen, China's southern tech hub, wants to double the value of its existing chip
sector in three years as part of a larger push to improve the country's self-sufficiency in
core technologies. According to an action plan jointly issued on June 6 by the Shenzhen
Development and Reform Commission and other local authorities, Shenzhen aims to develop a
semiconductor industry capable of generating $37.5B in annual sales by 2025, up from $16.5B
in revenue in 2021. The city intends to cultivate at least three IC design firms with annual sales
of more than $1.5B each, as well as three chipmakers with revenue of more than $200M each.
SMIC, China's largest chipmaker, is currently constructing a new wafer fabrication plant in
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Shenzhen, which is set to open this year. Previously, SMIC stated that it was collaborating with
the Shenzhen government to invest $2.35B in the project, with the goal of producing 40k
12-inch wafers per month using mature nodes of 28 nanometers or higher. Furthermore, over
the next three years, the city intends to construct at least four industrial parks for the
semiconductor industry. To assist in meeting the objectives, the Shenzhen government will
increase funding for the IC industry and support the development of key enterprises and
start-ups in the sector. These measures will be in addition to existing national tax breaks for chip
companies. #SCRM #CHP #CHN SCMP

→ Nidec, an electric motor manufacturer, said it would combine group semiconductor
purchases into a single procurement unit to strengthen ties with chipmakers and ensure
it could source key components amid ongoing supply uncertainty. The company's decision
to centralize procurement indicates that chip shortages, which have disproportionately impacted
automakers, are likely to persist, forcing companies to take more aggressive measures to
ensure they have enough components to meet demand for their products and devices. The
company is increasing production of energy-saving e-axle EV motors in an effort to capture up
to 45% of the growing global market by 2030. #SCRM #CHP #GRN #JPN Reuters
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